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This info sheet is designed to guide you through the ins and outs
of using competencies within the ClearCompany platform. Use it
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as a starting point in your evaluation process.
Interested in learning more? Give our team of experts a call
at 617/938-3801.
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What Are Competencies?
Competencies identify the observable behaviors of top
performers, and describe not just WHAT these employees do, but
HOW they do it. By describing the “how” and presenting the
information as observable phenomena, competencies give you a
more practical, accurate way to identify, retain, and develop the
talent your organization needs.

Who Uses Them?
The use of competencies was originally limited to large
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organizations because of the considerable infrastructure and
resources needed to develop original competency material.
Today, competencies are within reach of companies of any size,
thanks to new, oﬀ-the-shelf resources such as pre-deﬁned
competency dictionaries and software management tools.
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How Are They Used?
What results
competencies oﬀer?

Competencies can be used to improve every stage in the
talent lifecycle within the ClearCompany Platform:
recruitment and selection, assessment and evaluation, and
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performance management.
The use of competencies as the foundation of all HR activities
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enhances the consistency of the process and ensures better
alignment between HR and the organization’s broader
strategic goals.

Why Are They More Effective?
Competencies use past behaviors to predict future success, an
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approach that’s proven to improve outcomes for companies in
every type of industry and of every size—from small businesses
to global enterprises:
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Competencies provide a deeper level of detail to help
organizations clearly articulate and identify excellence on
the job.
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Competencies focus on observable behaviors, which
reduces the potential for subjective interpretation and
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individual bias.
Competencies can be used throughout the talent
management lifecycle, bringing a greater degree of
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consistency and focus to the process.

What Results Do
Compentencies Offer?
Research shows that competency-based selection reduces the
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likelihood of the organization making a “bad hire”, and leads to
lower turnover and higher performance than other talent
management approaches.
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Using competencies also supports a culture of excellence across
the organization by clearly deﬁning the requirements for personal
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and organizational success and ongoing improvement.
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What Makes HRSG
Compentencies Unique?
HRSG is one of a handful of global competency specialists to
develop original competencies in house. Each competency is
created by industrial-organizational psychologists and subject
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matter experts to ensure it reﬂects the needs and best practices
of today’s companies.
Each HRSG competency is multi-level, providing up to ﬁve
proﬁciency levels that deﬁne the progressive complexity,
independence, risk, and responsibility required for diﬀerent jobs.
Multilevel competencies provide a deeper level of detail than
single-level competencies, and help employees clearly see their
path to advancement in the organization.
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How Can Competencies
Help My Organization?
Every organization has a diﬀerent set of priorities and a
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unique workplace culture. As competency specialists, HRSG
has helped hundreds of organizations adapt and use
competencies to support their HR processes and wider
strategic goals. They empower organizations to select and
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adapt competencies, develop competency-based proﬁles,
and apply a competency framework to the entire
talent-management lifecycle, including interviews,
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assessments, performance management, learning and
development, and succession planning.
They also oﬀer additional technical competency
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dictionaries, and other products and services designed to
kick-start your competency-based management project
more quickly and aﬀordably.
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Connect With Us!
617-933-3801
info@clearcompany.com
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www.twitter.com/clearcompany
www.facebook.com/clearcompany
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www.linkedin.com/company/clear-company
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www.clearcompany.com
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www.hrsg.ca

